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Media transcription is a challenge we love taking on!

                                                                                                         What can be challenging about media transcription. Everything! ThoughTranscriptionstar handles 
                                                                                                           every transcription request we receive, as anopportunity and a challenge to look forward to, a 

                                                                       special mention has to bemade about our media transcribing requests.

                                                                                                                   The needs and specifications change with every project, every call wereceive, for media transcription
                                                                                                                              services. The transcribing guidelines and theexpectations of our clients are pretty much the same when 

                                                                                                                            it comes tobusiness or academic transcription. Media transcription is a whole newballgame altogether.

The Little Ways We Lightened The Load Of a Busy Production Studio

                                                                                        Production studios are in all probability the busiest and most 

                                                                                        chaotic placeson earth. There was a project we received this 

                                                                                summer from a studio based in Los Angeles. Kevin, the 

                                                                                     production head of the firm sounded hassled, anda wee bit 

do                                                                                specifications and needed a time stamped transcript of an do                                                                                specifications and needed a time stamped transcript of an 

                                        interview between 2 people.

A long to do list

                                             We had to work with the client’s template and identify the 

                                                number of the tape, the show, the time, and the full name and

                                                                                                       abbreviation of the names ofthe speakers. We had to follow the timecode on the video and as the 

                                                                                                         clipswere in the mov format, and quite large, we had to ensure that no file go lost in transition! And 

                                                                 like many media production firms they werecomfortable with cyberduck.                                                                 like many media production firms they werecomfortable with cyberduck.

                                                                                                                               He was, as with most first time clients, apprehensive if we could provide atranscript according to his 

specifications.
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A happy client is worth a billion dollars

                                                                                                                               Transcriptionstar is the resident transcription firm of the media firm, and wehandle all their time coding,

                                                                                                                             transcribing, subtitling and captioning needs.And Kevin has become the unofficial ambassador for brand

Transcriptionstar.

Our client centric services
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                                                                                     Transcriptionstar prides itself in being totally tuned in to our clients needs.We were more than 

                                                                                                comfortable receiving and transmitting files usingcyberduck. We worked with the template followed by 

                                                                                             the client and madesure every tiny detail was followed. We reverted with an accurately timestamped 

                                                                 transcript of the interview at a turnaround time that pleasantlysurprised our client.                                                                 transcript of the interview at a turnaround time that pleasantlysurprised our client.
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